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Cybercom and MTV agree upon Amazon Web
Services (AWS) partnership
Finland's leading media company, MTV, has selected Cybercom's
Passionate Support for AWS services as a development and maintenance
solution for its cloud platform. The agreement will remain indefinitely and
includes 24/7 on-call services, infrastructure and architecture design of
AWS environments, and implementation.
"Thanks to Cybercom's comprehensive expertise in cloud platforms, we are able to focus
more of our resources on developing new electronic services, which is our core business.
Cybercom's experience and reliability as a provider of support services were instrumental
factors in our decision," says Risto Koivula, CTO, MTV Corporation.
MTV is a Finnish media company that provides news, entertainment and experiences 24
hours a day. Everyone in Finland is familiar with the MTV3, Sub and AVA TV channels. MTV
Katsomo is an online TV service that enables viewers to watch programmes from MTV's
channels. Subscription TV content is available from telecoms operators that sell the MTV
Total, MTV Total Sport and C More packages. The online C More service also provides
access to films and TV series. Mtv.fi serves consumers online.
"The agreement with MTV is the latest chapter in the success story of our Passionate
Support for AWS service. The functionality of Cybercom's long-term client strategy and
collaboration based on partnership played a key role in the agreement struck with MTV. I am
very pleased that our collaboration will expand to cover the AWS cloud environment," says
Tapio Koivisto, Director Managed Services, Cybercom.
Amazon Web Services is one of Cybercom's key cloud partners. Cybercom is an AWS
Advanced Consulting Partner and an official retailer in the Nordic region in the public and
private sectors.
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About Cybercom
Cybercom is an IT consultant that assists leading companies and organisations to benefit from the opportunities
of the connected world. Each individual employee is a win for us. It is our employees who drive forward
Cybercom’s development. Our consultants, and the solutions we create, take us all the way from public sector eservices in Sundsvall, Stockholm and Helsinki to operators and mobility in the Caribbean islands, via the UN
Global Compact, driverless cars, national electronic identification, connected sewing machines and elevators. The
company’s areas of expertise span the entire ecosystem of communications services and security. Cybercom’s
domestic market is the Nordic region, and in addition the company offers global delivery capacity for local and
international business. Cybercom was founded in 1995. Find out more at www.cybercom.com.
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